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The Crystal Structure of Dimeric Kinesin
and Implications
for Microtubule-Dependent Motility
proteins in axonal transport and the isolation of kinesin
based on video microscopic assays of movement
(Brady, 1985; Vale et al., 1985). From a structural point
of view, the major breakthrough was the recent X-ray
analysis of the head domains of kinesin and the related
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D-22607 Hamburg motor ncd (Kull et al., 1996; Sablin et al., 1996). The
protein has the architecture of an a/b protein, with aGermany
²European Synchrotron Radiation Facility central b sheet sandwiched between three a helices on
either side. The structure showed a surprising similarityF-38042 Grenoble
France to other nucleotide-binding proteins such as G proteins
(e.g., the GTP-binding domains of p21ras, Ga, or elonga-
tion factor Tu) or the ATP-binding domain of myosin. In
particular, the homology with myosin sparked expecta-Summary
tions that the two motor proteins might exhibit a similar
mechanism of motility. There was, however, one missingThe dimeric form of the kinesin motor and neck do-
link: the lever, an a-helical neck domain, was clearlymain from rat brain with bound ADP has been solved
visible in the myosin structure, but absent from theby X-ray crystallography. The two heads of the dimer
kinesin or ncd structures, presumably due to disorder.are connected via a coiled±coil a-helical interaction
In the myosin-like model of kinesin, it was thereforeof their necks. They are broadly similar to one another;
anticipated that the neck helix would have a similardifferences are most apparent in the head±neck junc-
position and orientation as in myosin. Recently we com-tion andin amoderate reorientation of the neck helices
pleted a structure of the monomeric head domain fromin order to adopt to the coiled±coil conformation. The
rat kinesin (RK354, residues 2±354), which showed bet-heads show a rotational symmetry (z1208) about an
ter order and therefore revealed the N-terminal residuesaxis close to that of the coiled±coil. This arrangement
and the beginning of the C-terminal a helix of the neckis unexpected since it is not compatible with themicro-
(Sack et al., submitted). The most surprising result wastubule lattice. In this arrangement, the two heads of
the position of this neck, which was diametrically op-a kinesin dimer could not have equivalent interactions
posed to what one had expected. The structure seemedwith microtubules.
incompatible with a lever-type mechanism analogous to
that of myosin, and the structure did not reveal obviousIntroduction
clues on how kinesin might move. However, as in the
case of myosin, one could argue that another missingMotor proteins are mechanochemical enzymes that
link for models of motility might be hidden in the struc-translate the energy of nucleotide hydrolysis into directed
ture of the dimer. Most motors of the kinesin family existmovement. The best known motors are those of the
in the form of dimers whose conformation might differmyosin family, which move along actin filaments, and
from that of the monomers. We therefore studied a di-the family of kinesin-like motors that move along micro-
meric construct of rat kinesin, RK379, by X-ray diffrac-tubules. Structural information is needed to explain how
tion and report the results here.ATP hydrolysis is translated into movement. For actin-
based motors, the major breakthroughs were the X-ray
structure of the myosin motor domain (Rayment et al., Results
1993a), the X-ray structure of actin (Kabsch et al., 1990),
and studies of the actomyosin complex by fiber diffrac- Figure 1 summarizes the domain composition of kinesin
tion (Lorenz et al., 1993) and image reconstruction (Ray- and the secondary structure elements of the motor do-
ment et al., 1993b; SchroÈ der et al., 1993; Whittaker et main. One can distinguish the head (residues 1±330),
al., 1996). The combination of data has put a molecular neck (330±380), several segments of the stalk (up to
description of myosin's motility within reach (the swing- residue 910, mostly coiled-coil), and the C-terminal tail
ing lever hypothesis; for review see Rayment, 1996; (910±955). Our initial work (Sack et al., submitted) dealt
Holmes, 1997). One important remaining puzzle is the with the head plus the beginning of the neck (up to
question why many myosins come in pairs: is their di- residue 354), which was insufficient for dimerization,
merization necessary for efficient movement, for regula- whereas the longer construct RK379 dimerizes by virtue
tion, or for other tasks? These problems are difficult of coiled±coil interactions. There are z5 predicted hep-
to answer in structural terms because no structure of tad repeats typical of coiled-coils, with mostly hy-
dimeric myosin is available so far. drophobic residues in the a and d positions (boxed).
Microtubule-based transport has a more recent his- Most of these indeed form the interface between the
tory, starting with the observation of ATP-dependent two neck helices, starting at Ala-339 (see below). The
head domain contains a core b sheet with five major and
several minor strands numbered b0±b10, sandwiched³To whom correspondence should be addressed.
between six a helices (a1±a6), three on either side; their§Present address: Institut de Biologie Structurale, 41 Av. des Mar-
tyrs, F-38027 Grenoble, France. position along the sequences is shaded in Figure 1. The
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Figure 1. Bar Diagram of Whole Kinesin (Top)
and Magnified Head and Neck Domain (Be-
low) Highlighting Structure Elements
Kinesin contains a motor domain (head), a
rod domain (shaded in top diagram, coiled-
coil neck, stalk 1, stalk 2, interrupted by non-
helical regions around residues 390 and 580),
and a tail. The middle diagram shows the
head and neck. Helical regions are dark gray,
the main helices are numbered below (a0±a7,
a7 being the neck helix). The b-strands are
light gray (b0±b10). Some of the intervening
loops are labeled inside the bar (L4, L11, and
L12). Residues numbers are indicated above
the bar, as well as regions implicated in nucle-
otide and microtubule binding (N1-N4, MT1, and MT2; nomenclature following Kull et al., 1996). The bottom line shows the enlarged neck
sequence. Residues that fit the heptad repeats typical of coiled-coils are labeled a and d; hydrophobic ones are highlighted. Note that the
hydrophobic nature of the interface is more pronounced in the second half of the neck (Leu-356 and following). The coiled-coil structure is
observed from Ala-339 onward.
helix a7 is the neck. The core of the motor is similar in and b10, all connected to the core sheet by parallel or
antiparallel strand interactions. Moreover, our monomerkinesin and the retrograde motor ncd. In our terminology
of structure elements, we adhere largely to that of Kull structure had shown that the initial segment of the neck
helix points to the left in this orientation, along the planeet al. (1996), with extensions to accomodate the new
features. of the paper. The same is observed for head A in the
dimer, showing that thehead-neck junction is not greatlyTwo views of the structure are presented in Figure 2.
The upper head in Figure 2A (head A, pale colors) is perturbed by dimerization (see below). The neck of the
second head B runs roughly in the same direction, suchshown roughly in the standard orientation, that is, the
core b sheet (blue) is viewed nearly face-on, helices that the two necks include an angle of about 208, which
is typical of coiled-coils. Notice that when head A is ina1-a3 are in front of the sheet, and a4-a6 are in the
back. In this orientation, the ADP binding site is also in the standard orientation, the initial part of neck A (pale
red) lies in front of neck B (red). This restricts possiblefront (base and ribose shown in orange, phosphates in
yellow) while the presumptive microtubule binding site models of motility (see below).
The relationship between the two heads is best seenis in the back (green). There are also several features
not seen by Kull et al. (1996) because of disorder, namely in the symmetric view of Figure 2B. This is obtained by
rotating the standard view 658 about the vertical axis,the N-terminal strand b0 and the C-terminal strands b9
Figure 2. Different Views of Dimeric Kinesin
(A) Structure of dimeric kinesin in ribbon rep-
resentation, viewing the core b sheet of the
upper head (A) roughly face-on. b-strands are
light blue, and a helices are pink. Regions
thought to be involved in microtubule binding
are colored green (on the back, loop L7-b5-
L8a 5 MT1, L12 5 MT2), and regions involved
in nucleotide binding are purple (loops at the
upper end of strands b1, b3, b7, and b6, con-
taining motifs N4, N1, N3 5 switch II, and
N2 5 switch I). The nucleotide (ADP) is shown
as a space-filling model (orange 5 base and
ribose, and yellow 5 phosphates). In the up-
per head, the a helices a1±a3 are in front
and a4±a6 are behind the core sheet, and the
neck helix a7 runs to the left roughly in the
plane of the paper. The lower head B presents
a tilted view roughly onto the back side (only
a few elements are labeled). Note also that
the neck of head A (pink) lies in front of neck
B (red). The model includes residues 2±240
and 256±370; residue 1 is missing due to bac-
terial processing, and residues 241±255 (loop
L11) and 371±379 are not visible due to disor-
der. (B) Symmetric view of the dimer, down
the rotation axis (perpendicular to the plane of the paper indicated by the triangle near the beginning of neck A). The structure is rotated
about 658 with respect to (A) about a vertical axis in the plane of the paper. Thus, the upper head A is seen roughly as in the view of Kull et
al. (1996) (core b sheet seen roughly edge-on in head A, as if viewed from the right side of Figure 2A; neck helices pointing away from the
observer). Notice that the two heads are related by a rotation of 1208. The angle between the rotation axis and the axis of the coiled-coil is
about 258.
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so that the neck helices point away from the observer. of charged residues with extended aliphatic chains (e.g.,
Lys, Glu; see residues 340±352), which point away fromThe structure appears like a V, with the opening of the
V to the right. The nucleotide binding regions (purple) the coiled-coil core. This feature is thought to contribute
to stability (via the aliphatic chains) while still main-face toward the observer since they lie at the top of the
structure in the standard view. This orientation is close taining solubility. The high concentration of charged res-
idues in the initial part of the neck may also be of impor-to the Kull view, where the core sheet is seen roughly
edge-on (see Kull et al.,1996, Figure 1).The most striking tance in the interaction with tubulin. Another feature
unexpected for coiled-coils but also found in GCN4 isfeature of the symmetric view is that the two heads
are related roughly by a rotation of 1208 about an axis the hydrophilic residue N353 in an a position at the
center of the coiled-coil. Thirdly, there are pairs ofperpendicular to the plane of the paper, the opening
angle of the V. The symmetric view is therefore equiva- charged residues at positions a21 and the following
d11 (e.g., K345-K350, K352-K357, and E366-R371).lent to a view down the rotation axis, which is located
near the junction of the two necks (passing through the These are placed near one another on one face of the
coiled-coil and could therefore have a stabilizing or de-beginning of neck A, triangle in Figure 2B). The rotation
axis points about 258 away from the coiled±coil axis. stabilizing influence. Finally, an unusual feature is the
charged E349 in a d position, which adds another repul-Since microtubules do not contain subunits related by
a 1208 rotation, it is clear that the structure of the kinesin sive ionic interaction. This d residue E349 and the a
residue N353 are conserved among kinesin-like proteinsdimer is not compatible with the two heads binding to
the microtubule surface in equivalent positions. with neck domains, suggesting that destabilization of
the coiled-coil may be of functional significance.We can distinguish two types of contacts between
the two subunits. One is the extensive interaction be- Judging from the sequence, the a helix would be ex-
pected to start around L335 since this is the first hy-tween the coiled-coil neck helices (see below), the other
is the local interaction (dotted line) between loop L8b drophobic residue that fits into the heptad repeat (a d
position). The observed beginning is at A339, one helicalfrom the A subunit (containing 160KNR at the tip) and
loop L10 from the B subunit (containing 219ETE). Note turn later. This delayed onset is not due to the dimeriza-
tion since it is also observed in the structure of thethe opposite charges of these protruding loops, which
suggests ionic interactions (possibly a salt bridge be- monomer. On the C-terminal end, the electron density
largely disappears at W370 and beyond, even thoughtween K160 and E221, which is however not well defined
at our resolution). This could fix the relative orientation the sequence extends to residue D379. This is presum-
ably due to disorder and agrees well with the interruptionof the two subunits.
One may ask whether the differences in orientation in of the heptad repeat between W370 and V406. This
region is likely to represent the hinge between the neckheads A and B correspond to changes in chain folding.
Such differences do exist, but they are remarkably small. and the extended stalk, which is susceptible to proteo-
lytic cleavage and highly flexible (Scholey et al., 1989;Figure 3A shows superimposed backbone diagrams of
head A (blue) with head B after optimal alignment (red). Hunt and Howard, 1993). It would therefore not contrib-
ute to the dimerization of kinesin.The two chains superimpose well in the head domain
(rms deviation between the Ca positions of the two The charge distribution in the dimer is also remark-
able: there is a segregation between positively chargedheads is 0.48 AÊ ), and they begin to diverge at Asn-334,
the beginning of strand b10. This is accompanied by regions on the back and negative ones on the front
surface. This featureÐalready visible in the monomerÐrelated changes at the bottom of strands b7 and b6, to
which b10 is connected by H bonds. The net result is a becomes even more pronounced in the dimer (Figure 4).
There is a negatively charged saddle lining the surfacechange of z308 in orientation of the neck helix. A similar
picture emerges when we superimpose the monomeric across bothheads, formed largely by the exposed acidic
residues on helices a2, a3, loop L6, and loop L10. Thiskinesin (RK354, green, rms deviation 0.71 AÊ ). Again,
most of the divergence occurs past Asn-334 and in the feature puts strong constraints on possible interactions
with microtubules since their surface is strongly nega-adjacent b strands. The neck helix of the monomer pro-
trudes roughly in the same direction as that of head A. tive and therefore would attract positive domains in
kinesin.In both structures, the bound nucleotide is ADP, and
the binding pocket is indeed quite similar. Notably there
is no pronounced rearrangement in the region of the
Discussionnucleotide or the switch loops that might reflect different
conformational states.
Since we have now at hand an X-ray structure of aThe coiled±coil interactions of the necks are illustrated
dimeric motor protein, we can ask several questionsin Figure 3B. There is a good agreement between the
related to the mechanism of motility. For example, sinceactual structure and the predicted juxtaposition of the
the dimer is thought to be the physiologically importantheptad positions a and d between residues 339 and
unit, can we detect significant conformational differ-370. Note the match of hydrophobic side chains in the
ences between the heads? These might shed light onC-terminal half of the neck (L356, I360, L363, and L367),
models derived from the kinetics of nucleotide turnoverforming a hydrophobic interface that is also responsible
and suggesting an interaction between the heads (e.g.,for tight dimerization (Morii et al., 1997; Tripet et al.,
alternating head catalysis and others, Hackney, 1994;1997). The kinesin neck contains three features reminis-
Moyer et al., 1996; Ma and Taylor, 1997). Secondly, sincecent of the coiled-coils of DNA-binding proteins such
as GCN4 (Alber, 1992). This includes an accumulation most models of movement assume that both heads of
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Figure 3. Head Conformations of Kinesin and the Coiled-Coil Helix
(A) Comparison of head conformations in the kinesin dimer and monomer (stereo diagram). The backbone trace of head A (blue) is superimposed
on head B (red) and the monomer RK354 (green). Note the remarkably good agreement for most of the chain. The most visible differences
occur from b-strand b10 (Asn-334) onward, generating somewhat different directions for the neck helices. Relative to the direction of neck
helix A, the helix of head B is rotated by about 308. (B) Stereo diagram of the coiled-coil in the neck domain. The side chains in positions a
and d are colored red. The structural elements of head A appear in yellow and those of head B in green. The position of Trp-370 is uncertain
but shown here for completeness. Asn-334 at the start of strand b10 is the point where the necks of head A and B begin to diverge in
orientation relative to their heads (A).
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dimer to adopt a coiled-coil structure, without major
effects on the motor domain. In summary, from the com-
parison between the dimeric and monomeric conforma-
tions of kinesin, we conclude that the two heads of a
dimer are similar when the bound nucleotide is ADP.
Arrangement of the Heads in the Kinesin Dimer
and Comparison with Models of Motility
To generate movement, kinesin is thought to undergo
conformational changes (within a given head) and in
addition change the arrangement of the two heads rela-
tive to one another and relative to the underlying micro-
tubule lattice (walking, rotation, etc.). We can therefore
ask how the two heads of a dimer could interact with
different tubulin subunits in a microtubule lattice. The
surface lattice of microtubules is characterized by the
5 nm lateral separation of protofilaments, the 4 nm axial
separation of tubulin monomers, and the 8 nm axial
separation of a-b-tubulin heterodimers (cf. ellipses, Fig-
Figure 4. Surface Potential Map of Kinesin ure 5). Several biochemical studies have shown that
Shown is the symmetric view, as in Figure 2B (negative charges each tubulin heterodimer can bind one kinesin head;
red, positive charges blue). Note the negatively charged saddle the main interaction is with b tubulin, but there is also
lining the surface across the two heads, formed by the acidic resi-
some overlap with a tubulin (Song and Mandelkow,dues on helices a2, a3, loop L6, and loop L10. Drawing by GRASP
1993; Walker, 1995; Tucker and Goldstein, 1997). Thus,(Nicholls et al., 1991).
if the two heads of a kinesin dimer were to interact
equivalently with tubulin dimers, it should be possiblea dimer can interact with the microtubule (see Cross,
to overlay the kinesin structure with the microtubule1995; Block, 1995; Howard, 1996), does thearrangement
lattice in some orientation, such that the condition ofof heads in a kinesin dimer distinguish between different
equivalent interaction is met. This is, however, not pos-models? Finally, how does the crystal structure of the
sible. The reasons are apparent from Figure 2B: the twodimer compare with other structural data, notably elec-
kinesin heads are related roughly by a rotation of 1208,tron microscopy and image reconstruction?
which is not present in the microtubule lattice. The ar-
rangement of the kinesinheads is therefore not compati-Conformations of the Kinesin Heads
ble with current models of kinesin's movement alongIf we compare the three kinesin heads (monomer of
microtubules (reviewed by Block, 1995; Cross, 1995;RK354 and the two heads of the dimer, RK379) the
Howard, 1996).overall impression is that the conformation is rather ro-
Figure 5 illustrates the discrepancies one encountersbust (Figure 3A). Within the motor domain itself, some
when trying to fit the observed kinesin structure withminor rearrangements are visible, but most parts of the
the microtubule lattice. In Figure 5A, we show an ar-chain superimpose very well. In particular, the agree-
rangement that one might anticipate for walking models.ment is excellent in the region of the nucleotide binding
Here, three kinesin heads are positioned in identicalpocket and in the switch regions (Figure 2). With the
orientations and with a common scale on a microtubulecaveat that the resolution of the dimer is only 3 AÊ , we
lattice. The orientation of the kinesin head on the micro-can conclude that the dimerization of the head per se
tubule surface is not known, but a plausible choice isleaves the conformation nearly unchanged. Since the
that of Figure 2A (top) because this puts the putativebound nucleotide is ADP, it is likely that in all three cases
microtubule-binding loops in contact with the underly-the observed conformation is that of the detached or
ing tubulin (loops L7, L12, as suggested by Kull et al.,the weakly bound state of kinesin (Crevel et al., 1996)
1996). To form a dimer, the heads could be paired upand that this conformation does not depend on dimer-
in at least three ways, side-by-side (black±green), oneization. In particular, we note that the loop L11, con-
above the other (black±blue), or diagonally (blue±green)taining a possible microtubule-binding site, is disor-
across a unit cell of tubulin dimers, 5 3 8 nm. Two prob-dered in the three head structures.
lems become obvious: neither of the pairing schemesDifferences in conformation become more pronounced
places the neck helices near one another in register toin the neck helix and in the head±neck junction. The
allow a coiled-coil, and the neck helices are tangentialsimplest description is that the neck helices protrude
to the microtubule surface, rather than sticking out to-at somewhat differentangles. However, considering that
ward the observer, as is the case for the lever arm ofthe neck is only loosely tied to the bulk of the motor
myosin (Holmes, 1997).domain and thus might have sufficient freedom to adopt
For the side-by-side pairing (black±green), one waymany orientations, the close agreement between the
out of the dilemma would be to turn the heads 908 aboutthree structures suggests that the general orientation
the vertical axis so that the neck helices would pointof the neck is an intrinsic feature of the head±neck inter-
away from the microtubule (toward the observer) andaction. The observed differences could largely be ex-
plained by the propensity of the two neck helices of the nearly in register. By loosening their connection to the
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have to untie the coiled-coil, allowing each head to de-
tach and reattach at some distance. Indeed, most illus-
trations of walking models anticipate this because the
necks are drawn as if they were free (e.g., Cross, 1995;
Hirose et al., 1995).
As a contrast to the previous discussion, Figure 5B
shows the observed dimer arrangement, with head A in
the orientation as in Figure 2A in order to meet the
requirement of microtubule binding at the rear side. It
is obvious that the lower head B has a very different
orientation from A with respect to the microtubule, and
moreover, its microtubule-binding loops face away from
the microtubule. Indeed, even if we allow for other orien-
tations, there is no physically reasonable way to move
both heads into equivalent binding positions. The con-
straints are not only the different orientations of the
heads, but also the position of the neck and the charge
distribution. For example, rotating the dimer into the
symmetric view of Figure 2B (similar to Figure 1 or Kull
et al., 1996) would force the neck helix to poke into the
microtubule surface. Turning this orientation around so
that the neck would point away from the microtubule
(i.e., toward the observer) would place kinesin's negative
saddle (see Figure 4) against the microtubule's negative
outsideÐagain, an unlikely scenario. Further problems
arise if we think of possible ways of attaching and de-
taching the head. Imagine, for example, that the lower
Figure 5. Models of Arrangements of Kinesin Heads on a Microtu- head B in Figure 5B wanted to reorient and attach to
bule Surface the microtubule with its binding loopsÐit would first
The tubulin subunits are shown as ellipses of height 4 nm and have to push the bound head A out of the way because
width 5 nm (a tubulin, black; b tubulin, blue); the microtubule axis its neck helix lies over that of B and clamps it down, as
is vertical. Kinesin ribbon diagrams were generated to scale and it were (this problem would disappear if the head±neck
overlayed over the tubulin lattice in the background.
junction were flexible, see Tripet et al., 1997).(A) shows three kinesin heads (black, green, and blue), which could
These conceptual problems would largely disappearbe paired up hypothetically into dimers in three ways: side-by-side
if we dropped the models of motility that regard the twoon neighboring protofilaments (black±green), one above the other
on one protofilament (black±blue), or diagonally across two protofil- heads as equivalent, such as the walking model. The
aments (green±blue). The orientation of the heads is the same, that simplest way would be to view one of the heads simply
is, standard view as head A in Figure 2A so that the back surface as a backup structure rather than a motor. It might be
(containing the conserved regions MT1 and MT2) faces toward the important for processivity, helping the motor to stay on
microtubule, and the neck runs tangentially to the left. Comparison
its microtubule track, but not for motility as such, inwith Figure 2 shows that none of these arrangements are compatible
agreement with observations (Berliner et al., 1995; Inouewith the observed structure of the kinesin dimer. Linking two heads
et al., 1997). This motion could be likened to limping,into a dimer could be achievedonly if the neck helices wereuncoiled.
(B) The two heads of a dimer shown in the standard view (as in rather than walking (one head advancing, the other drag-
Figure 2A; head A at the top is in the same orientation as in [A]). ging behind). A single-headed mode of motility would
(C) The two heads of a dimer are shown in the symmetric view to be supported by the existence of monomeric kinesins
match the appearance of the image reconstructions (Hirose et al.,
that are capable of moving with normal speeds (Nan-1996; Arnal et al., 1996). One head (top) points down in the 6 o'clock
gaku et al., 1994). It would also agree with current mod-direction, and the other (bottom) up and to the right (angle 1208,
els of myosin motility that are based on single headsabout 2 o'clock direction); the neck helices point toward the ob-
(Holmes, 1997). A second possibility would be to invokeserver. Notice that in this model, the microtubule-binding loops of
kinesin do not face the microtubule. Hackney's model, which explained the different nucleo-
tide interactions of the heads in terms of alternating
catalysis, with one head bound and the other free (Hack-
head somewhat, one would enable them to join into a ney, 1994; Jiang et al., 1997). This model has been cited
coiled-coil. Such a whole-body rotation is unlikely be- to explain the image reconstructions, but it runs into
cause it would place the acidic side of the head against contradictions with the observed stoichiometries of
the acidic outside of tubulin (see Figure 4). It is conceiv- kinesin-tubulin binding (see below). A third view is to
able, however, that the neck helices become flexible postulate two distinct binding modes for the two heads,
enough by themselves to rotate and join into a coiled- possibly combined with more complex models of motil-
coil once the head is attached to the microtubule. But ity such as rolling (Howard, 1996, patterned after the
this poses the next problem: to advance along the mi- rotary model of the F1-ATPase, see Abrahams et al.,
crotubule, one head would have to take steps of at least 1994). The rotational symmetry of the kinesin dimer is
8 nm (depending on the model, see Block, 1995; Inoue suggestive in this regard, but thus far there is no struc-
et al., 1997). How could a head achieve this when it is tural evidence for distinct binding modes of kinesin
heads on microtubules.tied down at the base? To solve this problem, one would
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In considering the implications of the kinesin struc- with the major lobe axis down in the 6 o'clock direction
and the minor lobe axis approximately in the 2 o'clockture, one should also note two trivial explanations. One
is that the observed arrangement of heads in a dimer direction. The two lobes include an angle of z1108,
which is similar to the 1208 angle between the heads inis enforced by the packing in the crystal lattice. We
believe that artifacts of the crystal packing can be largely our symmetric view (Figure 2B). It is therefore tempting
to position the kinesin dimer on the microtubule latticeruled out because the monomeric and dimeric kinesin
heads have rather similar structures, even though their in a corresponding orientation so that one generates
the 2:30 appearance (Figure 5C). This could be done inpacking constraints are quite different (data not shown).
We have also considered the possibility that the heads only two ways. One could choose an orientation similar
to Figure 2B but rotated in the plane so that head Amight be sufficiently flexible to pair up with another
neighbor in the crystal lattice such that it would fit onto points in the 2 o'clock direction and head B in the 6
o'clock direction. This would mean that the neck helicesa microtubule lattice; this case can, however, be ruled
out as well. Another possibility is that the observed point into the microtubule wallÐ an unlikely case. Alter-
natively, one could turn Figure 2B over (as if viewedkinesin dimer does not bind to microtubules and repre-
sents a free, unbound state. We know from other studies through the back of the page) so that the coiled-coil
points toward the observer and then rotate it in the plane(e.g., ThormaÈ hlen et al., 1998) that kinesin dimers with
bound ADP are fully capable to bind and decorate mi- so that head A points down in the 6 o'clock direction
and head B in the2 o'clockdirection as in Figure 5C. Thiscrotubules. It is conceivable, however, that there are
changes in the conformation of heads and their arrange- would, however, place kinesin's and tubulin's negative
surface (Figure 4) against one anotherÐan equally un-ment in the dimer upon binding to the microtubule. As
discussed above, in order to match the microtubule likely choice. If we took this choice as the lesser evil, it
would follow that head A is the bound head (in thelattice, this would presumably involve a major rotation
of the two heads and an opening-up of the neck helix. interpretation of the image reconstructions), with its tip
(best seen by the helical turn a0) pointing down towardAlthough this question must remain undecided at
present, one could ask where the link between themech- the microtubule minus end, and the neck helix at the
upper end. Since kinesin is a plus-end directed motor,anochemistry and the structure might occur. The hydro-
lysis of ATP would presumably affect the rest of the it would mean that kinesin would move like a truck back-
ing up, trailer first and engine behind. The second headstructure via the regions switch I and switch II (equiva-
lent to N2 and N3 in Figure 1), in analogy with myosin B could be free, or it could interact with the neighboring
protofilament for additional guidance.or the G proteins (Rayment, 1996; Vale, 1996). These
regions are connected via b strands 6 and 7 to loop L10 The major caveat against this model is that it does
not agree with the observed stoichiometry. The image(head B in Figure 2B, containing E221), which bridges
over to loop L8b in the other subunit (head A, containing reconstructions of the dimeric kinesin constructs sug-
gest that there are two kinesin heads per tubulin dimerK160), near the putative microtubule interaction site
MT1. The connection through the loops could possibly (one bound, one free), while our experiments with bind-
ing assays and STEM show only one head per dimer,form, break, or change direction, depending on the
bound nucleotide or on the microtubule interaction, and the same as for monomeric kinesin constructs (Thor-
maÈ hlen et al., 1998). It is not clear what the origin of thewould thus represent an intersubunit switch.
discrepancy is, but one should note that image recon-
structions do not measure stoichiometries accurately,
Relationship between X-Ray Structure but rather rely on the interpretation of density distribu-
and Image Reconstructions of Kinesin tions. It is possible, for example, that the minor lobe in
Over the past few years, several groups have applied the 2 o'clock direction corresponds only to the extra
electron microscopy and image reconstruction to ana- mass of the dimeric kinesin construct (the neck domain)
lyze microtubule walls decorated with different con- and not to an entire head.
structs of kinesin or ncd (Harrison et al., 1993; Song and In conclusion, the structure of the kinesin dimer pre-
Mandelkow, 1993; Hirose et al., 1995; Hoenger et al., sented here provides us with a view of a dimeric motor
1995; Kikkawa et al., 1995). There is general agreement protein, but does it explain motility? Thus far, the struc-
that monomeric kinesin constructs (where there is no ture does not positively reinforce a particular model of
neck to induce dimerization) bind in equivalent posi- motility, but rather confronts us with discrepancies be-
tions, with one kinesin head per tubulin dimer. This tween different experimental approaches and theories.
agrees with the preferential binding of kinesin to b tu- In the analogous cases of myosin or G proteins, the
bulin seen by chemical cross-linking (Song and Mandel- structures of the partners, their interfaces and switching
kow, 1993). Dimeric constructs on microtubule walls mechanisms are known (reviews, Hilgenfeld, 1995; Ray-
have recently been analyzed as well (Arnal et al., 1996; ment, 1996; Vale, 1996; Holmes, 1997). The same infor-
Hirose et al., 1996). Both show two lobes of density. The mation is needed here: in particular, the interaction site
major one (interpreted as a bound kinesin head) was between kinesin and microtubules, the conformational
near the ridge of a protofilament, similar to the mono- switches associated with ATP hydrolysis, and the struc-
meric kinesins. The minor one (interpreted as the second ture of tubulin itself. Given the structure we have at
head in an unbound state) pointed up and to the right hand, the simplest explanation is that it represents a
(microtubule viewed with its plus end up); the lower state of detachment or an intermediate state where only
mass was ascribed to disorder in the free head. The two one of the heads is bound. For a walking model of motil-
ity, the coiled-coil of the neck would have to come apart,densities can be likened to the hands of a clock at 2:30,
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Table 1. Crystal and Data Collection Parameters
Mercury Selenomethionine Native
Space group P212121
Unit cells a 5 72.2, b 5 91.8, c 5 141.7 AÊ ,
a 5 b 5 g 5 908
Resolution range 30.0±3.0 AÊ 30.0±3.1 AÊ 30.0±3.0 AÊ
Wavelength 1.008 AÊ 0.979 AÊ 0.920 AÊ
Total observations 79,884 60,805 113,071
Unique reflections 19,403 17,480 19,516
Completeness 99.6% 98.2% 100.0%
aRsym 6.9% 7.4% 6.4%
I/s(I) 15.2 16.3 10.7
Number of sites 2 15 (of 16 possible)
bPhasing power anomalous 1.93 (1.37) 2.18 (1.77)
Phasing power isomorphous 1.94 (2.05) 1.08 (1.03)
cRcullis ( # centric reflections) 0.607 (1,859) 0.699 (1,645)
dRkraut (# acentric) 0.078 (15,311) 0.082 (14,994)
Rkraut ano (# acentric) 0.233 (29,074) 0.152 (27,802)
eFOM (# of phased reflections) 0.671 (17,506)
FOM (after sol. fl.) 0.883
FOM (after sol. fl. and phase ext.) 0.825
a Rsym 5 Si,hkl|I(i,hkl) 2 ,I(hkl).|/Si,hkl,I(hkl)..
Phasing power: b [Sn|FH|2/Sn|E|2]1/2 with Sn|E|2 5 Sn {|FPH|(obs) 2 |FPH|(obs)}2.
c Rcullis 5 Shkl||FPH 6 FP| 2 FH(calc)|/Shkl|FPH 6 FP|.
d Rkraut 5 Shkl||FPH| 2 |FP 1 FH(calc)||/Shkl |FPH|.
Figure of merit: e m 5 |F(hkl)best|/| F(hkl)| with F(hkl)best 5 Sa P(a) Fhkl(a)/SaP(a).
above except that 20 mM DTT and 2 mM Na-EDTA were addedleaving the heads free to find their equivalent binding
during the first steps.positions on the microtubule lattice. This could presum-
Crystallization was carried out by the hanging drop vapor diffusionably be achieved by the interaction with microtubules,
method as described (Kozielski et al., 1997) using plastic tissue
and it would explain the observed stoichiometry of one culture plates (Linbro, ICN Biochemicals). The mother liquor con-
head per tubulin dimer. The other simple alternative is tained 15 mg/ml protein, 20 mM PIPES (pH 7.5), 2 mM DTT, 2 mM
Na-EGTA, 200 mM NaCl, and 0.8 M ammonium sulfate. The reservoirto discard double-headed motion in favor of monomeric
was 1.6 M ammonium sulfate in the same buffer. Crystals appearedmotility models, perhaps assigning the second head the
within 2 days at 198C. The SeMet derivative, which was used torole of a stabilizer for ensuring processivity.
obtain anomalous data, was crystallized under similar conditions.
Experimental Procedures
Structure Determination, Phasing, and Refinement
The crystal structure of the dimeric form of rat kinesin was deter-Cloning, Expression, and Crystallization of the Rat
Brain Kinesin Head Domain mined by MIRAS phasing techniques using one mercury derivative
and a Seleno-Methionine derivative expressed in E. coli strainThe coding sequence of the 379 N-terminal residues of rat kinesin
heavy chain was cloned in a derivative of the expression vector B843(DE3) (Doublie and Carter, 1992). Data were collected at the
EMBL/ESRF synchrotron beamline BM14 (Grenoble, France) at dif-pET-3a (Studier et al., 1990), modified by introducing a SauI site,
a stop codon, and a unique EcoRI site directly upstream of the ferent wavelengths to optimize anomalous scattering. Both deriva-
tives yielded clear anomalous signals (Table 1). The Patterson func-termination signal of the T7 polymerase (designated pFK1). Plasmid
pKHC (5cDNA of the kinesin heavy chain cloned in the BamHI site tions of the mercury derivative could be solved using the program
package PHASES (Furey and Swaminathan, 1997), and thus, theof the Bluescript vector pBS-KSII; A. Sperry and S. Brady, personal
communication) was digested with BamHI and SauI, and the re- two mercury sites could be determined. Having obtained initial
phases, we employed difference methods to determine the positionssulting truncated kinesin heavy chain gene was isolated by agarose
electrophoresis and inserted into the pFK1 expression vector at the of 15 of 16 possible selenium sites as well. Although the resulting
MIRAS map was interpretable, we decided to improve it using non-same sites (designated pRK379).
The protein was expressed in the E. coli strain BL21(DE3) in LB crystallographic averaging. As the content of the asymmetric unit
is one dimer, the corresponding selenium sites of the monomers inmedium containing 50 mg/l ampicillin. After addition of 0.4 mM
isopropyl-b-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG), cells were grown for the initial MIR map were identified. The rotation and translation
was refined with the PHASES package, and the density map wasanother 16 hr at 258C. Packed cells were resuspended in lysis buffer
(50 mM PIPES [pH 7.5], 1 mM MgCl2, 1 mM Na-EGTA, 2 mM DTT, submitted to 2-fold NCS averaging. This resulted in a clearer map
from which the polypetide chain could be traced.1 mM PMSF, and 20 mM MgATP), and lysates were prepared using
a French press cell. Expressed RK379 was purified from the clarified The model was built using the program O (Jones et al., 1991);
the selenomethionine sidechains could be identified in the electronlysate by ion exchange chromatography on a phosphocellulose and
Mono Q column using NaCl to elute the protein. Fractions containing density with the help of difference Fourier methods. They were used
as lighthouses to confirm the correct tracing of the peptide chain.the kinesin motor domain were pooled, concentrated using Ultrafree
30 concentrators (Millipore), and applied to a gel filtration column After one monomer had been built, the position of the second one
was obtained by transforming the first part of the model according(G-200 Hiload 16/60, Pharmacia) equilibrated with 20 mM PIPES
(pH 7.5), 2 mM DTT, 2 mM Na-EGTA, 1 mM NaN3, and 200 mM to the rotation and transformation obtained before. After that, differ-
ences in the C-terminal region of the two subunits became visible.NaCl. Peak fractions were pooled, concentrated to about 30 mg/
ml, and stored at 2708C until used. The SeMet-derivative was ex- The C-terminal helices were not superimposable so that the second
subunit was rebuilt manually. The refinement was performed usingpressed in the E. coli strain B843(DE3) using the protocol described
by Doublie and Carter (1992). Purification was done as described the program X-PLOR (BruÈ nger, 1992) with a simulated annealing
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protocol. The two molecules were not treated separately; strict non- Hoenger, A., Sablin, E., Vale, R., Fletterick, R., and Milligan, R.A.
(1995). Three-dimensional structure of a tubulin-motor-protein com-crystallographic symmetry was used instead. After a first run, the
3Fo-2Fc and Fo-Fc electron density maps were inspected with O plex. Nature 376, 271±274.
(Jones et al., 1991), and the model was rebuilt manually. Since not Holmes, K.C. (1997). The swinging lever-arm hypothesis of muscle
all parts of the structure obeyed noncrystallographic symmetry, the contraction. Curr. Biol. 7, R112±R118.
conditions where untightened and five more refinement cycles were Howard, J. (1996). The movement of kinesin along microtubules.
performed. Final refinement was performed using the maximum Annu. Rev. Physiol. 58, 703±729.
likelihood approach implemented in the program REFMAC (Murshu-
Hunt, A.J., and Howard, J. (1997). Kinesin swivels to permit microtu-dov et al., 1997). This yielded an R-value of 28.9% and R-free of
bule movement in any direction. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 90,36.2%. This model included 5724 nonhydrogen atoms, including 2
11653±11657.ADP and 60 water molecules.
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Notes Added in Proof
The data referred to throughout as Sack et al., submitted, is now
in press: Sack, S., MuÈ ller, J., Marx, A., ThormaÈ hlen, M., Mandelkow,
E.-M., Brady, S.T., and Mandelkow, E. (1997). X-ray structure of
motor and neck domain from rat brain kinesin. Biochemistry 36,
16155±16165.
The structure was further refined using the developmental Crystal-
lography and NME System program (CNS) by A.T. Brunger (personal
communication). The atomic model was subjected to extended re-
building, and several cycles of simulated annealing (5000 K) and
overall anisotropic B-factor refinement. The current R factor is
21.0%, and the free R factor is 27.3% for all data in the resolution
range 30.0±3.0 AÊ . The rms deviations from standard values of bond
lengths and angles are 0.018 AÊ and 2.0418, respectively. Further
refinement is in progress. The coordinates have been deposited in
the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank with the accession code 3KIN.
